The density of fungiform papillae (FPD) on the human tongue is currently taken as index for responsiveness to oral chemosensory stimuli. Visual analysis of digital tongue picture and manual counting by trained operators represents the most popular technique for FPD assessment. Methodological issues mainly due to operator bias are considered among factors accounting for the uncertainty about the relationships between FPD and responsiveness to chemosensory stimuli. The present study describes a novel automated method to count fungiform papillae (FP) from image analysis of tongue pictures. The method was applied to tongue pictures from 133 subjects. Taking the manual count as reference method, a partial least squares regression model was developed to predict FPD from tongue automated analysis output. FPD from manual and automated count showed the same normal distribution and comparable descriptive statistic values. Consistent subject classifications as low and high FPD were obtained according to the median values from manual and automated count. The same results on the effect of FPD variation on taste perception were obtained both using predicted and counted values. The proposed method overcomes count uncertainties due to researcher bias in manual counting and is suited for large population studies. Additional information is provided such as FP size class distribution which would help for a better understanding of the relationships between FPD variation and taste functions.
Introduction
The fungiform papillae (FP) are the anatomical structures involved in the detection and transduction of oral stimuli. Together with foliate and circumvallate papillae, FP are considered gustatory papillae since they carry taste receptors (Engelen 2012) .
FP are innervated by the chorda tympani (responsible for taste signals) and by the trigeminal nerve (associated to the somatosensory perception) (Whitehead et al. 1985; Prescott et al. 2004 ). Due to these double innervations, FP has been taken as a relevant oral responsiveness marker. Human subjects show large variations in FP density (FP/cm 2 − FPD), from 0.0 (Webb et al. 2015) to 233.0 (Zhang et al. 2009 ). The fundamental assumption is that, the higher is the FPD, the more intense is the signal sent to the central system and the higher is the perceived intensity. Taste bud density varies among humans from 374 to 135 pores/cm 2 and not all FP bear taste buds (Miller and Reedy 1990b; Segovia et al. 2002) . Thus, even if significant associations have been reported between taste pores and FP densities (Miller and Reedy 1990a, 1990b) , the higher FPD values might not necessarily correspond to the more intense stimulation. Several studies confirmed the positive relationship between FPD and responses to taste (Miller and Reedy 1990b; Bartoshuk 2000; Delwiche et al. 2001; Yackinous and Guinard 2002; ) and somatosensations (Duffy et al. 2004a (Duffy et al. , 2004b Hayes and Duffy 2007; Nachtsheim and Schlich 2013) . On the other hand, more recent studies failed to find a relationship between FPD and responsiveness to oral stimuli (Fischer et al. 2013) .
Issues related to the methodology for FP identification and counting have been invoked among reasons responsible for controversial relationships found between FPD and oral responsiveness to chemosensory stimulation (Nuessle et al. 2015; Sanyal et al. 2016) . Visual inspection of digital pictures of blue stained tongue, followed by manual counting by trained operators, represents the most popular technique for FPD assessment since when digital camera was validated as suitable substitute for videomicroscopy (Shahbake et al. 2005) . The use of digital camera does not allow the taste bud detection, thus impairments in the identification of gustatory FP (carrying taste pores) and not gustatory FP (without taste pores) can occur and this might partially account for uncertainty of relationships between FPD assessed by visual digital picture inspection and taste responsiveness.
According to Miller and Ready (1990a) description, FP are identified as round, elevated, and pink or stained lighter structures on the blue tongue background. However, FP identification suffers from researcher bias since often papillae can fail to meet every criterion and operators subjectively prioritize the importance of different characteristics leading to FP identification (Nuessle et al. 2015) . Thus, highly variable counts can result from the same tongue image analyzed by different operators. A guideline called Denver Papillae Protocol has been developed to help in FP identification and to improve scoring consistency between operators (Nuessle et al. 2015) . Bias related to the manual FP count can be even more severe in large population studies when thousands of pictures must be visually analyzed and several operators, even working in different locations, are in charge for counting. The adoption of a shared standardized protocol to help in FP identification, together with a quite intensive operator training, can reduce but not fully remove the operator bias in FP count (Garneau et al. 2014) .
Another limitation of manual counts relates to dimension and location of the considered tongue area. In fact, to simplify and speed the count, only restricted areas of the tongue picture are visually analyzed and relevant counts used to infer the overall FPD value. FP is unevenly distributed all over the anterior two-third of the tongue (Jung et al. 2004 ). Wide differences between distribution of papillae of individuals have been reported, with some having high density on the tip whereas others exhibit more even distribution across the anterior area (Miller 1986 ). Furthermore, the correlations among counts performed in small different area of the anterior part of the tongue are highly variable (Shahbake et al. 2005) . All these aspects add variability in FPD visual estimation thus further impairing the investigation of relationships between FPD and taste function.
Automated image analysis could be a very useful tool to standardize FP count and to improve the consistency of data. Recently, 2 studies have been conducted to automatically count FP on human tongue (Sanyal et al. 2016; Valencia et al. 2016) , demonstrating the increasing interest towards this issue. However, these methods have some limitations related to the need of manual intervention, to the restriction of tongue area suitable for the analysis (Valencia et al. 2016 ) and the relatively small number of pictures considered to test the correlation between automated and manual count (Sanyal et al. 2016 ).
This article presents a novel automated procedure for FPD estimation based on the analysis of digital pictures taken with a digital microscope. The relationships between automated method response and manual counting were investigated. A multivariate model was proposed for FPD prediction from automated analysis outputs. The effect of the variation of FPD from manual and automated count on the perceived intensities of supra-threshold taste solutions was explored.
Advantages are the complete automation of the procedure and the analysis of large portions of the tongue, thus overcoming the main factors responsible for bias in manual count; the device for picture acquisition is portable and inexpensive and the time required to process the images and estimate FPD is strongly reduced, thus the method is suited to handle the large size sample from population studies aimed at investigating relationships between FPD and oral responsiveness. Finally, the proposed image analysis procedure adds information on FP size distribution that was not previously available with manual counting method.
Materials and methods

Subjects
One hundred thirty-three subjects (33% males; aged from 18 to 65 years, mean age = 32) were recruited in 2 sensory analysis laboratories in Italy (University of Florence; University of Gastronomic Science in Pollenzo). Participants were part of the extended "Italian Taste" project, which envisaged the collection of a wide range of data, including pictures of their tongues (Monteleone et al. 2017) . The whole procedure of the "Italian Taste" project was approved by the Ethical Committee of the IRCCS Burlo Garofolo Children Hospital of Trieste (Italy). The present study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki for Medical Research involving human subjects. Subjects had no history of disorders of oral perception. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject prior the experiment.
Acquisition of tongue images
Participants were asked to rinse their mouth before the beginning of the test. Subjects were seated with the tongue held by a holder. The anterior portion of the dorsal surface of the tongue was swabbed with household blue food coloring (F.lli Rebecchi), using a cotton-tipped applicator. Pictures of the tongue were recorded using a portable USB digital microscope (2.0 mega pixels image sensor, MicroCapture version 2.0 bundle software, ×20 to ×400 magnification ratio) (Masi et al. 2015) . Pictures captured both the anterior part of the tongue and a ruler fixed behind the tongue which provided a spatial calibration. The picture acquisition had duration of around 5-10 min per subject. From each picture a rectangle (400 × 200 pixels, area = 1.125 cm 2 ), orthogonal to the median line and located 0.5 cm from the tongue tip, was selected. The selection was saved as image in JPG format (96 dpi) using the ImageJ software (ver. 1.50i, National Institutes of Health, USA). The selected area was chosen as representative of FPD on the whole tongue (Shahbake et al. 2005; Correa et al. 2013 ).
Manual count
Tongue images were modified with ImageJ (Color Inspector 3D plugin: saturation= ×2.49, brightness = −23.0) to make the visual count easier. Two operators, blind to any data concerning subjects, trained according to the Denver Protocol (Nuessle et al. 2015) and with 1-year experience, independently counted FP. The counts from the 2 operators were submitted to 1-way fixed ANOVA. Counts were considered valid if the operator effect was not significant (P > 0.05). The mean FP number from valid counts was used for each image and expressed as density (FP/ cm 2 − FPD).
Automated count
A script was developed with the software Matlab (Mathsworks, ver. R2015a) (Appendix) based on the procedure used by Kraggerud et al. (2009) . The script analyzed the image of each subject ( Figure 1a ) in 3 automated steps: 1) correction of the background variation and graphical emphasis of the elevated structures providing an image with black background and white spots ( Figure 1b) ; 2) identification of circular-like elements among the white spots ( Figure 
Sensory evaluations
Five water solutions, corresponding to 5 basic tastes, were rated for intensity. The concentration of the tastants was selected in order to obtain solutions equivalent to moderate/strong on a generalized labelled magnitude scale-gLMS (sourness: 4.0 g/kg of citric acid, bitterness 3.0 g/kg caffeine, sweetness 200.0 g/kg sucrose, saltiness: 15.0 g/kg sodium chloride, umami 10.0 g/kg monosodium glutamate) (Monteleone et al. 2017) . Subjects were trained to the use of gLMS (0: no sensation to 100: the strongest imaginable sensation of any kind) following published standard procedure (Green et al. 1996; Bartoshuk 2000) . Subjects are instructed to treat the "strongest imaginable sensation" as the most intense sensation they can imagine that involves remembered/imagined sensations in any sensory modality. Water solutions (10 mL) were presented in 80 cc plastic cups identified by a 3-digit code. Subjects were presented with a set consisting of the 5 water solutions. The presentation order of water solutions was randomized across subjects. Subjects were instructed to hold the whole water solution sample in their mouth for 10 s, then expectorate and evaluate the intensity of relevant target sensation on gLMS. After each sample, subjects rinsed their mouths with distilled water for 30 s had some plain crackers for 30 s and rinsed their mouths with water for a further 30 s. Evaluations were performed in individual booths under white lights. Data were collected with the software Fizz (ver.2.47.B, Biosystemes). 
Data analysis
The normality assumption of the FPD distributions from manual count (FPDm) and predicted from automated image analysis (FPDp) was tested by the Shapiro-Wilk W test (α = 0.05) and by Pearson skewness test. The 2 distributions were compared with KolmogorovSmirnov test (α = 0.05). ANCOVA using Type III sum of square was performed to assess gender and age effects on FPDm and FPDp, independently (significant for P ≤ 0.05).
Principal component analysis (PCA) was computed on frequencies of the 11 DS of each image. FPDm was included as supplementary variable. A visually oriented approach, based on the inspection of correlation loading plot, was used for grouping images and Y-axis was set as limit (Naes et al. 2010) . The distribution along the PC2 of images on the left and on the right of the map was described by the box plots of their coordinate on the PC2.
A partial least squares regression (PLSR) model (full cross validation, Kernel algorithm, 100 interactions) was applied to predict the FPD from the image analysis output, using the DS classes as explanatory variables (X) and the FPD from manual count as dependent variable (Y). In order to test the model, the image data set was split into a calibration (n = 100) and a prediction (n = 33) set. The observations for the prediction set were systematically selected to fully cover the FPDm variation across images. Three outliers were removed from the original calibration set, due their high residuals (2 observations) or high leverage value (1 sample). The model was full cross validated on 97 samples and then applied to the prediction set.
Images were split in low (L) and high (H) FPD according to the median of the FPDm and FPDp data sets. Two group of subjects were identified in each data set: L-FPDm (≤FPDm median value) and H-FPDm (>FPDm median value); L-FPDp (≤FPDp median value) and H-FPDp (>FPDp median value).
Unpaired t-tests (significant for P ≤ 0.05) were used to compare intensity ratings from low-FPDm to low-FPDp, and from highFPDm to high-FPDp, for each stimulus.
ANCOVA models using Type III sum of square with FPD variation as main factor (2 levels: H and L) and age as covariate were applied on intensity ratings, for each stimulus independently (significant for P ≤ 0.05).
H-FPDp subjects were categorized as mainly associated to DS with smaller diameter (DS 1-4) and mainly associated to DS with larger diameter (DS 7-11) based on the characteristic values of the percentile distribution of their coordinate values on PC2 (small size ≤first tertile; large size ≥ second tertile). Unpaired t-tests (significant for P ≤ 0.05) were used to compare intensity ratings from small size to large size subjects.
All data analysis was performed with XLStat 2016.05 (Addinsoft). PLSR model was computed using The Unscrambler® (ver. 10.4 -© 2016 CAMO Software AS).
Results
Manual count
The manual count had an error of 2.3 FPD, measured as mean of standard deviations given by the 2 operators for each image. The distribution of FPDm across the 133 subjects tended to a normal distribution (W = 0.968; P = 0.004) with data skewed to the right (Figure 2a) .
Descriptive statistic of FPDm is reported in Table 1 , with a mean value of 37.2 and limits of the percentile distribution for first and third quartile of 23.1 and 46.2, respectively. No significant effect of gender on FPDm was found (F = 1.13; P = 0.29); FPDm significantly decreased with aging (F = 16.53, P < 0.0001). No significant interaction gender × age were found (F = 1.49; P = 0.22).
Image analysis output
Similarities and differences among images in frequencies of DS classes are visualized in the correlation loading plot from PCA (Figure 3 ). The first 2 principal components accounted for 66.9% of the total variability (PC1 contributing with 46.5%). Tongue images were evenly spread across the bi-dimensional space. Image positioning along the first component was positively associated to the increase of frequencies of all DS classes. PC2 contributed to separate images according to the size of the classes. Images positioned on the bottom of the bi-dimensional space were mainly associated to the smaller size DS classes (DS 1-5, 0.30-0.63 mm) while images positioned on the top of the map were associated to the larger size DS classes (DS 7-11, 0.71-1.05 mm).
The projection of FPDm on the map indicated a positive association to PC1, thus tongue images positioned on the left were characterized by a lower FPDm than images positioned on the right. The map visual inspection indicated that images positioned on the right were more spread along the PC2 than images on the left, thus indicating a wider diameter variation (Figure 4) .
Four image groups were tentatively identified according to their position on the map ( Figure 5 ): group 1 (left-top) negatively related to both FPDm and frequencies of DS classes and mainly associated to DS classes with the large diameter, group 2 (right-top) positively associated to both FPDm and frequencies of DS classes and mainly associated to DS classes with large diameter; group 3 (right-bottom) positively associated to both FPDm and frequencies of DS classes and mainly associated to DS classes with small diameter; group 4 (left-bottom) negatively associated to FPDm and frequencies of DS classes and mainly associated to DS classes with small diameter.
Prediction of FPD from automated analysis output
The PLSR was full-cross validated. The calibration (RMSEC) and cross-validation (RMSECV) errors were 12.4 and 13.9 FPD, respectively. Calibration and validation R values were 0.7 and 0.6, respectively. The first PLSR component explained 46% of the X variables (DS frequencies) and 31% of the Y variable (FPDm). The second PLSR component explained 8% of the X variables and 14% of the Y variable. The first PLSR dimension separated observations based on the frequencies of DS classes. The opposition of DS 5-7 versus DS 1-4 was responsible for sample separation along the second dimension. The regression of predicted versus manually counted FPD for the validation of the training model is shown in Figure 6 .
To test the model's predictive ability, the model was run on the prediction set, showing an error of prediction (RMSEP) of 13.9 FPD, in line with that found in cross-validation.
The distribution of predicted FPD (FPDp) across the 130 subjects followed a normal distribution (W = 0.99; P = 0.46) (Figure 2b ). Descriptive statistic of FPDp is reported in Table 1 , with a mean value of 37.1 and limits of the percentile distribution for first and third quartile of 29.6 and 44.9, respectively. No significant differences were found between distributions from manual and automated count (D = 0.15; P = 0.12). No significant effect of gender on FPDp was found (F = 1.99; P = 0.16); FPDp significantly decreased with aging (F = 5.52, P < 0.02). No significant interaction gender × age was found (F = 2.28; P = 0.13).
Comparison between counted and predicted FPD as indicators for taste functions
Taste solutions were all rated almost at strong intensity on the gLMS (mean value and standard error: sourness 31.2 ± 1.7; bitterness 31.1 ± 1.8; sweetness 40.1 ± 1.5; saltiness 35.6 ± 1.8; umami 30.0 ± 1.8).
Ratings by subjects grouped as L and H according to the median of manually counted (L-FPDm from 3.6 to 37.3, n = 68; H-FPDm from 38.0 to 101.3, n = 65) and predicted FPD (L-FPDp from 11.8 to 38.1, n = 66; H-FPDp from 39.0 to 68.4, n = 64) were independently compared. No significant intensity differences were found comparing L-FPDm to L-FPDp (P ≥ 0.63) and H-FPDm to H-FPDp (P ≥ 0.54).
The effect of FPD variation on perceived taste intensity was assessed comparing ratings from L and H groups. A significant effect of FPD variation was found for saltiness ratings. L-FPD rated saltiness higher than H-FPD (L vs. H FPDm: F = 4.50; P = 0.03; L vs. H FPDp: F = 6.46; P = 0.01). No significant effect of FPD variation was found on perceived intensity of sourness, bitterness, sweetness, and umami (P ≥ 0.218). Age did not significantly influence taste ratings (P ≥ 0.140).
The effect of variation in FP size on the perceived taste intensity was assessed within H-FPDp group. H-FPDp subjects with small size FP (coordinate value on PC2 ≤ −0.884; n = 16) tended to rated intensity of taste solutions significantly higher than subjects with large size FP (coordinate value on PC2 ≥ 0.418; n = 17) (t 163;197 = 1.85; P = 0.06).
Discussion
In the present study, a novel automated procedure for FPD estimation based on the analysis of tongue pictures taken with a digital microscope is described. Results from automated image analysis were compared to those from manual count taken as reference.
The FPDm distribution across observations tended to a normal distribution (Segovia et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2009; Webb et al. 2015) . The mean was similar to values reported in studies using analogous counting procedures on the same portion of the tongue (Segovia et Images representative of 4 groups with varied FP density and diameter, according to the positioning on PCA: group 1 low density and large diameter; group 2 high density and large diameter; group 3 high density and small diameter; group 4 low density and small diameter. Arrows indicate the increase of the observed characteristics.
2014a; Webb et al. 2015) . Aging confirms as negative predictor of papillae density (Correa et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2013; Pavlidis et al. 2013) . No effect of sex on FPD was found, in agreement with studies performed on similar sample size and females/males ratio (Bajec and Pickering 2008; Feeney and Hayes 2014a) . In general, results from manual count were in line with existing findings, thus supporting the reliability of the data set taken as reference.
The script used to analyze images identifies circular elements in a diameter ranging from 0.30 to 1.05 mm and covers the expected variation of FP diameter on tongue of adults (Essick et al. 2003) . PCA confirmed the positive association between the number of circular elements and the papillae density assessed by manual count. The association to classes of circular elements with varied diameters contributed to discriminate among tongue images. The variation of diameter size was more evident in images associated to high than low papillae density. Automated analysis outputs allowed a tentative visual image classification based on the variation of both density and size of FP.
Automated image analysis output was significantly related to papillae density variation. The predictive model explained 60% of variance among images.
The images used to build the predictive model can be considered as representative of field experimental data set since no inclusion criteria were adopted for the picture clarity and uniformity of tongue blue coloring. The only condition was that the 2 operators independently agreed on the papillae count. Thus, despite a prediction error of 13.9 FPD, the reliability of the model is considered encouraging.
In general, results from predicted papillae density matched those from manual count. The influence of the population demographics (age and sex) on the variation of papillae density predicted by the model was coherent with findings observed on data from manual count. Predicted values showed a normal distribution as expected for the variation of papillae density across adult individuals and superimposed the distribution of data from manual count. Median, mean values and limits of percentile distribution are widely used to categorize subjects as low and high papillae density in studies aimed to investigate the relationships between papillae density and taste functions Bakke and Vickers 2011; Masi et al. 2015) . Descriptive statistics values of FPDm and FPDp were in good agreement thus providing very similar subject segmentation according to FPD variation. The consistency in subject classification was further highlighted by the same mean ratings for taste solutions observed in subject groups classified as low or high papillae density according to the median value of counted and predicted FPD. The same results on the effect of FPD variation on taste perception were obtained both using predicted and counted values. FPD variation failed to explain perceived intensity of bitterness, sourness, sweetness, and umami in line with recent studies (Fischer et al. 2013) . Only the perception of saltiness intensity was significantly affected by the variation of papillae density. Subjects categorized as high FPD rated saltiness lower than subjects categorized as low FPD both using the median of counted and predicted density. The influence of papillae density on the perceived intensity of saltiness from sodium chloride is still controversial. FP associated to heightened saltiness perception on the tongue tip (Miller and Reedy 1990b; Doty et al. 2001) but may not explain whole mouth saltiness . Hayes et al. (2010) already reported an inverse relationship between saltiness perception and papillae density in complex stimuli (Hayes et al. 2010) . Intensity ratings from whole-mouth and regional stimulation are significantly correlated even if at varying extent for different prototypical tastes (Feeney and Hayes 2014b) . The lack of uniformity in the procedures adopted for stimulation can be seen as a further reason for uncertainty of association between FPD and taste responsiveness in the existing literature. However, the variation of responsiveness to different tastes across different regions of the tongue is still controversial and other indices of oral responsiveness (e.g., thermal taste) appear to be involved in regional responsiveness (Cruz and Green 2000) . Intensity responses from whole-mouth stimulation are considered reliable proxy of the average individual oral responsiveness and still appear the most appropriate and ecological stimulation procedure in studies aimed at investigating association between food perception and preference (Törnwall et al. 2012; Monteleone et al. 2017) . Investigating the relationships between FPD variation and taste functioning is behind the aim of the present study. The study rather focuses on the comparison between methods. The proposed automated image analysis of tongue pictures appears a reliable substitute for manual counting when the purpose is subject classification according the papillae density.
It is worthy to note that the proposed automated analysis allowed an explorative analysis on the role of papillae size in taste function. High papillae density seemed to be associated to a wider size variation. Subjects with small size papillae perceived higher taste intensity than large size subjects. This result need to be further confirmed in a larger size population. The variation of papillae functionality according to diameter supports the hypothesis that size other than density is a relevant feature for oral chemosensory acuity. Small papillae diameter has been positively related to tongue tactile acuity (Essick et al. 2003) , PROP responsiveness and gustin expression (Melis et al. 2013) . Thus, the variation in papillae functionality according to their size might be a further bias impairing investigations on the association between papillae density and perceived taste intensity. The use of automated analysis with the possibility to estimate the size distribution may help to clarify these associations.
Some considerations can be done considering strengths and weaknesses of the presented method. The distortion degree has previously been suggested as potentially having an effect on taste function (Melis et al. 2013 ) and could further contribute to explain the association between FP density and taste perception. Other proposed methods for automated papillae detection make this measure available (Sanyal et al. 2016 ) while the script adopted in the present study did not. The possibility to include the detection of distortion degree in circular-like elements detection deserves further investigations. Moreover, the script may be further developed to handle unstained tongues, in order to eliminate this step which is somewhat annoying for subjects and to avoid technical issues due to the lack of background uniformity (Valencia et al. 2016) . The number of observations higher than in the previous studies on methods alternative to manual counting (Sanyal et al. 2016; Valencia et al. 2016) represents one of strength points of the present study. Another positive aspect is that the area to be analyzed can be easily changed (extended/reduced or moved) allowing to investigate different areas and improving reliability of the count as representative of the whole tongue. The developed approach is well suited for large field experiments, even involving different teams in different locations, for the following reasons: 1) the device for pictures acquisition is really inexpensive and can be afforded even by relatively small laboratories, 2) the script is not limited in the number of pictures that can be handled, 3) apart from the selection of the area to be analyzed, the whole procedure is completely automated and takes a few seconds per picture, 4) image analysis can be easily centralized with a core team appointed for the image analysis, without overworking as in the case of manual count where several operators are needed. Further future applications could combine outputs from the proposed technique to in vivo methods (e.g., video microscopy and confocal endomicroscopy) that allow the identification of taste pores or gustatory organs, to gain knowledge on associations between papillae morphological characteristics (e.g., size and relevant distributions) and taste functionality.
Conclusions
The present article describes a novel procedure to count FP based on the automated analysis of tongue pictures. FPD predicted from automated analysis output are in good agreement with data from manual count. The proposed method appears a reliable and easy to handle substitute for manual counting when the purpose is subject classification according to FPD variation. The method fits the requirements of field researches aimed to investigate the relationships between FPD and taste functions in large size population studies. Furthermore, the new method makes available the estimation of the number of papillae for different diameter classes. Future research on larger sample would address the relevance of papillae size on taste functions. end hold off title(imgName, 'Interpreter', 'None') %end end function h = drawCircle(x, y, r, nseg, S) theta = 0: (2 * pi / nseg): (2 * pi); pline_x = r * cos(theta) + x; pline_y = r * sin(theta) + y; h = plot(pline_x, pline_y, S, 'LineWidth', 2); end
